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Abstract

An ionization exposure of 0.5 coulombs per cm of wire in a gas mi xture of CF^/Isobutane
(80:20) is shown to reverse anode wire damage in single-wire chambers. Several chambers
aged in Argon/Ethane (50:50) and Argon/Ethane/Ethanol (50:50:0.2) and having pulse
height reductions of 25-30% have recovered pulse heights and currents to greater than 98%
of their initial values. Inspection of the anode wires indicates that the thick deposits caused
by the exposure in Argon/Ethane have been removed. Auger Electron Spectroscopy reveals
only a thin residual layer containing primarily carbon and oxygen. This etching ability of
CF</Isobutane (80:20) avalanches may explain the extremely good ageing characteristics
previously reported for this mixture.
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1. Introduction

There is considerable interest in the use of CF< based gas mixtures for the fast wire
chambers required by the new generation of accelerators such as SSC and KAON. This
is primarily due to the high drift velocities,1'3) high primary ionization,3) and low electron
diffusion3) of CF4 mixtures. In addition, recent results,4*5'6) have shown that CF^/Isobutane
(80:20) does not produce any deposits on the anode wires, even with exposures up to
10 C/cm-wire. A 4% admixture of CF< has also been shown5) to inhibit anode damage in
Argon/Ethane (50:50) for current density ~50 nA/cm-wire. The mechanism by which CF4
prevents anode deposits has not been resolved. Possibly the high (5.2 eV) disassociation
potential of CF4 prevents it from participating in polymerization as suggested by Va'vra7),
or it may actively inhibit formation of polymers, as suggested by the Ar/Et/CF* (48:48:4)
results.

Gas mixtures based on CF4 are widely used in the semiconductor industry to etch silicon
and silicon oxide substrates. While the conditions encountered in semiconductor plasma
etching are not identical to those found in a typical MWPC avalanche, it is likely that
similar chemical reactions take place, as first suggested by Hess8), and Va'vra7). It may be
reasonable then to expect that polymers found on the "aged" wires of a MWPC, containing
carbon, silicon, oxygen and hydrogen, can be attacked by the radicals and negative ions
produced from ionization in CF4. The present work was undertaken primarily to determine
if this was the reason for the resistance of CF4 gas mixtures to ageing. The possibility oi
finding a non-invasive technique of "cleaning" MWPC's was also intriguing.

2. Experimental Procedure

The designs of the three types of test cells are shown in Fig. 1. These 20 cm long cells
are made in pairs, each with a single 20 fiia diameter gold-plated tungsten anode wire.
Type 1 cells have a 12.7 mm wide slot in 12.7 mm aluminium, 25 /im aluminized mylar
cathode foils and the central anode wire. Type 2 cells are 10 mm thick with a cathode
plane of 50 /im diameter Au-Be-Cu wires spaced 1 mm apart. Type 3 cells are similar to
type 1 but are 6.3 mm thick instead of 12.7 mm. The cells are placed in a stack separated
by 3.2 mm thick lead collimators. The cells are exposed to the 10 mCi MSr source through
a 20 mm long aperture in the center of the 20 cm cell length. The amount of ionization
occurring outside of the coUimated area varies from 30% of the total ionization at the top
of the test cell stack to _5% at the bottom.

Every 3-4 days during the exposure, the currents of all chambers were recorded. Also
temperature and pressure measurements were taken to allow a correction for gas gain
changes due to gas density fluctuations. The 10 mCi ^Sr was temporarily removed and
any sustained dark currents recorded. One of two types of pulse height measurements were
then taken. The first type consisted of recording the average pulse height from an 55Fe line
source at three positions of each chamber; in the middle of the irradiated area, 40 mm up-
stream and 50 mm downstream oi the centre. Within the stack were reference chambers for
each gas mixture. These chambers had HV applied only during pulse height measurements
with the ssFe source, and were used to monitor and correct for the combined effect of gas
density and mixture variations. On alternate measuring sessions, pulse height profiles along
the wires of several chambers were recorded. These consisted of recording the 55Fe pulse
height at 5 mm intervals within the central irradiated area and 10 mm intervals elsewhere.
Results were scaled to undamaged areas of each anode wire. These pulse height profiles
proved extremely useful for monitoring changes in the damaged areas.

Five Single Wire Chambers (SWC's) which had previously been aged were selected for



the CF4/Isobutane recovery tests. Table 1 describes the conditions, total accumulated
charge and the resulting damage from the exposure. Three of the chambers (E36, E47 and
E48) were aged in Ar/Et (50:50) and E58 in Ar/Et/Ethanol (50:50:0.2), with typical pulse
height reductions of 25% to 30% observed at the end of the ageing. Figure 2 shows the
pulse height profile along the anode wire of E47 at several different accumulated charges and
illustrates the progression of damage. The fifth chamber selected, E34, had been aged in
Ar/Et/CF4 (48:48:4) at the relatively high current density of 350 nA/cm. Previous tests5)
of low rate ageing (~50 nA/cm) with this mixture have shown no significant pulse height
degradations.

After ageing but prior to exposure with CF</Iso, chambers E34 and E36 were opened
and the anode wires observed with an optical microscope. Both of the SWC's had thick
reddish/brown coatings covering the central 20 mm irradiated area and extending ± 5 -
10 mm beyond. Also many small white lumps were observed scattered along the anode
wires, becoming much more concentrated in the central irradiated regions. After observation
of the anode wires, new cathode foils were installed and chambers E34 and E36 were placed
in the exposure stack along with reference chambers and other concurrent ageing tests.

Figure 3 shows pulse height profiles of E34 at the end of the ageing, after replacing the
cathode foils, and after changing the gas to CF4/Isobutane (80:20). Approximately one
third of the pulse height reduction was probably due to etched cathode foils. A further
improvement in pulse height in the damaged areas of about 4% was noticed when the gas
was switched to CF4/Iso. Switching back and forth between Ar/Et and CF4/Iso yielded
completely repeatable results. A similar improvement of ~8% was seen in chambers E47 and
E48 with the change to CF4/Iso, but not with chambers E36 or E58. We have been unable
to explain this effect. After ageing in Ar/Et and recovery in CF4/Iso, chambers E34, E47
and E48 were again connected to the Ar/Et mixture and the pulse height profiles measured
(see Fig. 9 and Table 2). These demonstrate that the large improvement in performance of
the cells is retained when the chambers are operated in Ar/Et.

3. Recovery Results

Figures 4 - 8 show plots of normalized pulse height and current as a function of ac-
cumulated charge and a selection of pulse height profiles for the five recovering test cells.
Table 2 shows the recovery parameters of the five chambers. The chambers were exposed to
various current densities in order to observe the relationship between current density and
recovery rate. The chambers damaged in Ar/Et (E36, E47, E48 and E58) were recovered
with current densities ranging from 0.20 /iA/cm to 1.15 /iA/cm and showed uncorrelated
recovery rates between 35 and 180 %/C/cm.

Chamber E34 was damaged in Ar/Et/CF4 and displayed a very irregular recovery at
the low current density of 40 nA/cm-wire. The wide scatter in the current vs accumulated
charge plot seen in Figure 4, is partly due to the difficulty of accurately measuring the

j small currents used (typ. ±20%). The many pairs of data points occurring at a single
/. accumulated charge correspond to the last current reading before removal of the strong
I 10 mCi "Sr source, and the reading after its reinstalling some time later. The currents at
f reinstalling are consistently higher and contribute considerably to the scatter in the current
I data. This could be due to short lived chemical changes on the surface of deposits due to
| the strong source. The pulse height data for E34 shows much smaller variation than the
I current, but are still quite erratic compared to the other chambers. Chamber E58 which
| recovered at the high rate of 180 %/C/cm also showed quite erratic currents and pulse
I heights during its recovery.
I In all chambers except E34 the pulse heights and currents had recovered to >95% of their
I "dean wire" values by the time a total charge of 0.5 C/Cm of wire had been accumulated.



Chamber E34 showed only a slow recovery rate of ~10%/C/cm possibly because the low
recovery current density of 40 nA/cm fell below some required energy density threshold or
perhaps because the deposits formed in Ar/Et/CF4 are more resistant to etching.

Chambers E34 (Fig. 4) at an accumulated recovery charge of Q=0.08 C/cm-wire, and
E36 (Fig. 5) at Q=0.33 C/cm-wire, show a pronounced reduction in pulse height downstream
of the irradiated area. Both downstream areas had greatly improved when the next pulse
height profiles were taken five days later. Temporary condensation of low volatility reaction
fragments moving from the central irradiated area with the gas flow could explain this
effect. Another interesting effect is noted in chambers E47 and E48 (Figs. 6,7), where the
first profiles taken after the commencement of recovery in CF4/IS0, at Q=0.17 C/cm-wire
and Ql=0.091 C/cm-wire respectively, actually show reduced pulse heights in the irradiated
area. By the time the next profile was observed, both chambers had large improvements
in pulse height in the irradiated area. It may be that during the initial stages of etching,
the break up of large polymer chains into shorter fragments may loosen and expand the
deposits thereby decreasing the field at the anode wire. Another possibility could be that
chemical changes in the deposits make them more susceptible to surface charging, resulting
in some gain suppression.

4. Analysis of Deposits

At the conclusion of the tests all of the test cells were disassembled and the anode
wires observed by a variety of techniques including stereo microscopy, Secondary Electron
Microscopy (SEM) and Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES). Observation with the stereo
microscope revealed that the white lumps and thick brown deposits seen on the anode wire
of E36 before the exposure in CF4/U0 were no longer visible. The anode wire of E36 still
had a slight reddish tinge in the central area, while E47 and E48 appeared bright gold and
clean with no deposits and no visible difference between irradiated and non-irradiated areas
of the wires. Chamber E34 which had been removed from the ageing stack before complete
recovery had a faint reddish discoloration in the central area along with a few of the white
lumps. There were also some clear droplet-shaped lumps which are likely a product of the
incomplete etching process, as they were not observed on the wire before the exposure in
CF4/Iso. The thickness and the area of the E34 anode wire covered by the various deposits
were clearly less than that observed before the treatment with CF4/Iso.

Examination with SEM and AES required that the anode wire be removed from the
test cell. Consequently it was impossible to get "before and after" comparisons of the same
wire with these techniques. Instead the "recovered" test cells were compared to other cells
which had been similarly aged in Ar/Et. Figure 10 shows four SEM photographs of the
anode wires of E39 and E53, two Ar/Et damaged chambers whose anode deposits caused
gain drops in their central regions of ~20% and ~30% respectively. These deposits are
typical of those s^n on Ar/Et chambers. Photographs E53-2 and E53-3 are of the same
area of wire E53 with the SEM accelerating voltage set at 20 kV and 5 kV respectively.
The increased sensitivity to surface deposits at 5 kV is due to the reduced penetration of
the lower energy primary electrons.

Figure 11 shows four SEM photographs of test cells E47, E48, and E36 after the irradi-
ation in CF4/IS0. Deposits were not observed anywhere on E47, while E48 and E36 had a
somewhat fuzzy appearance in some areas indicating a light surface deposit. Photographs
E36-2 and E36-3 are of the same area of wire E36 taken with the SEM at 20 kV and 5 kV
respectively, and demonstrate that these deposits are far less substantial than those of the
"unetched" Ar/Et chambers.

Using Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) the elemental composition of surface deposits
on the anode wires of test cells which had been etched in CF4/IS0 were compared to those



of typical cells damaged in Ar/Et. Since AES is only sensitive to surfaces to a depth of
~50A the concentrations measured do not necessarily reflect the bulk composition of the
deposit. Figure 12 shows the AES spectra for E36 after recovery in CF4/Iso, and E56 a cell
which exhibited ~30% gain drop after 0.25 C/cm-wire ageing in Ar/Et. In the spectrum
from the E56 wire the 69 eV Au peak is absent and there are large Si (as SiOj at 76 eV)
and Oxygen (510 eV) peaks. In contrast the spectrum from the "etched" E36 wire shows
strong Au peaks, much less Oxygen, and no evidence of Si or SiOj.

By comparing the peak heights and correcting for the Auger sensitivity to different
elements it's possible to calculate relative atomic abundance. Table 3 lists the relative
abundance of the four major elements (C,Si,S,O) found in anode wire deposits for: a fresh
wire, three CF</Iso etched wires (E47,E36,E34) and an unetched Ar/Et damaged wire
(E56). There iB very little difference in elemental composition shown between the thin
coatings on a fresh wire and those on the CF</Iso etched wires E36 and E47. The unetched
wire E56 shows the largest relative silicon abundance while the the partially etched E34 show
less and the other wires none at all, indicating that chemical processes in the avalanches in
CF4/Iso are capable of removing deposits containing silicon. The sulphur in the deposits
could be from mercaptan impurities sometimes found in the ethane feedstock, however the
sulphur on the fresh wire may also indicate a general environmental source. Fluorine was
not observed in any of the deposits. It might be expected that if fluorine species were
responsible for the etching then some fluorine should be bound to the deposits, particularly
in the partially etched E34 deposits. The absence of fluorine may mean that any fluorinated
products of the etching process are highly volatile and solid fluorinated products are not
formed. This is found in RF plasma etching of SiO2 with CF4/O2, where the products
formed; SiF4, CO2 and COFj are stable and volatile12).

A large amount of silicon (~20% of the atoms sensitive to AES) is usually found in
; the anode wire deposits after ageing in Ar/Et. The chemical shift of the Auger Si peak,

,' from 92 to 76 eV for chamber E56 (see Fig. 12), and the quantity of oxygen in the deposit

!

§ are consistent with an analysis of SiO2. If the silicon is in the form of SiO2 it would be

easily etched by CFX radicals as it is in semiconductor plasma etching. The lower relative
silicon concentration on the surface of E34 compared to E56 may even imply a preferential

I' etching of silicon compounds over carbon compounds. Kadyk13' has repeated the etching
I experiment and 6een recovery in CF^/Isobutane (80:20) of single wire chambers prematurely
I aged by bubbling the Ar/Et mixture through silicon oil.
I The deposit thickness for E36, E47 and the fresh wire were calculated by comparing the
f ratio of the intensities of the 69 eV and 2025 eV gold peaks to that of a standard, clean
f surfaced gold sample. The calculation assumes that any difference in the ratio is due to
I the enhanced absorption of the low energy (69 eV) electrons by an overlaying continuous
• and homogeneous hydrocarbon layer. SEM photographs of the wires (Fig. 11) indicate a
! reasonably smooth surface for these wires, however any fluctuation in the density of the

deposit over the 5x5 fim area of the AES scan would contribute to the uncertainty in
: this calculation. As the Auger gold peaks were completely extinguished by the overlaying
: deposit, the thickness of the deposit on E56 was estimated from SEM observations. On E34
|a': even though the gold peaks were present, the deposit thickness was not calculated as the
j ! | surface was clearly irregular, with some areas appearing relatively clean while others had

clumpy deposits.

5. Chemistry

The chemical processes involved in plasma etching i.re extremely complex. There are a
large number of reactions between ions, electrons, free radicals, excited and stable molecules,
which can occur in either the gas phase or at the gas/solid interface. In addition many



of these reactions may be extremely sensitive to parameters such as flow rate, pressure,
temperature, power density, concentration of reactants and minor impurities. Even a basic
understanding of the chemistry involved would require as a minimum, detailed analysis of
the solid and gas phase reaction products. Such an understanding is beyond the scope of
this paper. Here we only suggest some possible chemical mechanisms for the removal of
anode wire deposits by electron avalanches in CF^/Isobutane.

Plasmas based on CF< have been used for more than 15 years to selectively remove Si
and SiOj in integrated circuit fabrication9). Most of the developments in this field have
been due to empirical approaches rather than a solid understanding of the underlying chem-
istry. As early as 1975 it was suggested10) that the F* radical is primarily responsible for
Si etching while the CFJ radicals preferentially etch SiO3. Plumb and Ryan11) have shown
that the most probable electron impact disassociation reactions in CF4 are:

CF? + 2F' + e (1)

F- (2)

+ F ' (3)

Reaction 1 occurs approximately twice as frequently as reactions 2-3 and involves the
creation of short lived excited states of the radical CF3 which rapidly disassociate. In
semiconductor plasma etching, the plasma is continuously pumped with RF energy, and
the reactive species can remain in the plasma generator for 10's of milliseconds. During this
time recombination and other gas phase reactions between the molecules, electrons, radicals
and ions present can take place and substantially change the relative populations of the
various chemical species. It has been shown12), for instance that the addition of hydrogen
or hydrocarbon gasses to the mixture will decrease the F/CFj ratio thus selectively etching
SiOj, while the addition of 0 ] or COg will increase the F/CF2 ratio thereby selectively
etching Si. In a wire chamber avalanche the major production of electrons, ions and radicals
occurs within a few mean free paths of the anode wire, and the avalanche lasts less than a
nanosecond. It seems unlikely then that gas phase reactions would have time to significantly
modify the initial disassociation products.

Due to the difference in mobility between ions and electrons, all surfaces in contact with
an RF plasma assume a negative potential with respect to the plasma. As a result, positive
ions are accelerated into surfaces. The process is distinctly different in an atmospheric
pressure wire chamber, where moderate energy electrons (<10 eV) and low energy negative
ions (<1 eV) bombard the anode and near thermal positive ions strike the cathode. The
electron energies and densities are however similar7). In an avalanche in CF^/Iso (80:20)
perhaps 106 to 108 highly reactive F and CFS radicals and ions are released over a small area
(~10xl0 /im) of the anode wire. At precisely the same time energetic electrons (5-10 eV)
strike the same area of the anode surface. The energies of the avalanche electrons span the
range of disassociation energies of typical polymer deposits, and therefore the electrons are
quite capable of breaking bonds between atoms of the polymer. It is likely that the fluorine
containing radicals would bond to the reactive polymer fragments preventing recombination
of the polymer bonds. If the resulting halocarbon reaction products are small enough to
be volatile they would be carried out of the chamber by the gas flow. Heavier halocarbons
would be subject to subsequent avalanches and eventually all polymers would be reduced
to stable volatile products.

6



6. Conclusions

We have demonstrated that exposure to ionization in CFj/Isobutane (80:20) reverses an-
ode wire damage in single-wire chambers aged in Argon/Ethane (50:50) and Argon/Ethane
/Ethanol (50:50:0.2). Four chambers with pulse height reductions of 25-30% have recovered
pulse heights and currents to greater than 98% of their initial values, with most of the re-
covery occurring in the first 0.5 C/cm of exposure. Inspection of the anode wires indicates
that the thick deposits caused by initial ageing have been removed. Auger Electron Spec-
troscopy reveals only thin (<40 A) residual layers containing primarily carbon and oxygen.
A fifth chamber aged in Argon/Ethane/CF* (48:48:4) has recovered to only 93%, probably
because the recovery current density used was too low or possibly these deposits are more
resistant to etching.

All of the recovery tests reported here have been done with the CFj/Isobutane (80:20)
gas mixture and it should be stressed that introducing different components or even changing
the relative proportions of CF< and Isobutane could totally change the chemical reactions
in the avalanche and on the surface of the anode wire. The chemical processes involved in
plasma chemistry are extremely complex and can be highly sensitive to many parameters
including the concentration of reactants and minor impurities.

A more complete understanding of the chemical processes involved would require care-
ful analysis of the input and output gas streams combined with detailed knowledge of the
reaction cross sections of all the chemical species present in the avalanche. This could
make it easier to customize gas mixtures to incorporate the excellent ageing characteris-
tics of CFj/Isobutane (80:20) for each application. As an example of empirically improved
performance, a 4% admixture of CF4 has also been shown to inhibit anode damage in Ar-
gon/Ethane (50:50) for current densities of ~50 nA/cm-wire, well above the 5 to 10 nA/cm-
wire expected in most high rate, large area applications. On the other hand, Kadyk7) has
seen an amazingly rapid ageing rate of ~ 123,000 %/C/cm with Ar/CF4/O2 (50:40:10).

The etching ability of CF«/Isobutane (80:20) suggests the possibility of a non-invasive
technique of "cleaning" wire chambers. For a chamber with an active area of 1 M2 and an
anode wire spacing of say 4 mm; a cleanup current of 0.5 /jA/cm-wire would total 12.5 mA
and 23 days would be required to accumulate a recovery exposure of 1.0 C/cm. It would
also need even and powerful illumination with ionizing radiation. Cleanup of small specific
detector areas would of course be less extreme. The alternative of using excess voltages
to produce breakdown currents in a chamber is considered unlikely to produce the etching
plasmas in all the correct places.

The demonstrated etching ability of CF4/Isobutane (80:20) avalanches probably explains
the extremely good ageing characteristics previously reported for this mixture. This ability
is believed due to the highly reactive nature of the CFX and F ions and radicals produced,
and their tendency to form 6table and volatile reaction products.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1 Schematic diagram of the single-wire test cells.

Figure 2 Pulse height profiles showing progressive ageing of chamber E47 in Argon/Ethane
with accumulated charge Q in C/cm of wire.

Figure 3 Pulse height profiles of chamber E34 at the end of ageing in Ar/Et/CF4 (48:48:4)
(D), after replacing cathode foils (x) and after changing to CF4/I8O (0) .

Figure 4 Plots of normalized pulse height and current versus accumulated charge for recov-
ering chamber E34, also a selection of pulse height profiles at charge Q (C/cm-wire).

Figure 5 Plots of normalized pulse height and current versus accumulated charge for recov-
ering chamber E36, also a selection of pulse height promt., *i .iuirge Q (C/cm-wire).

Figure 8 Plots of normalized pulse height and current versus accumulated charge for recov-
ering chamber E47, also a selection of pulse height profiles at charge Q (C/cm-wire).

Figure 7 Plots of normalized pulse height and current versus accumulated charge for recov-
ering chamber E48, also a selection of puke height profiles at charge Q (C/cm-wire).

Figure 8 Plots of normalized pulse height and current versus accumulated charge for recov-
ering chamber E58, also a selection of pulse height profiles at charge Q (C/cm-wire).

Figure 9 Pulse height profile after ageing in Ar/Et (Q)and in Ar/Et after recovery in
CF4/IS0 (O) for chambers E47 and E48.

Figure 10 SEM photographs of the anode wires from chambers E39 and E53, showing
typical deposits seen with Argon/Ethane. E53-2 and E53-3 show the different SEM
sensitivity at 20 kV and 5 kV respectively.

Figure 11 SEM photographs of the E47, E48 and E36 anode wires after irradiation in
CF4/Isobutane. E36-2 and E36-3 show the different SEM sensitivity at 20 kV and
5 kV respectively.

Figure 12 AES spectra for chamber E36 after recovery in CF4/Iso and chamber E56 as
typical of chambers aged in Ar/Et.



Tables

Table 1
Ageing Parameters of the five SWCa
Cell
No.

E34
E36
E47
E48
E58

Cell
Type

1
1
2
2
3

Ageing
Gas

Ar/Et/CF4

Ar/Et
Ar/Et
Ar/Et

Ar/Et/EtOH

Current
Density

(nA/cm)
350
210
80
100
50

Total
Charge
(C/cm)

4.48
2.82
0.56
0.64
0.20

Aged
Pulse ht.

(%)
62*
75
75
70
74

Damage
PH rate

(%/C/cm)
-8.8±1

-8.9±0.8
-39±5
-43±5

-140±10

Aged
Current

(%)
73
68
74
72
75

Gas gains 5x10 . • to 81% with replacement of cathode foil.

Table 2
Recovery Parameters in CF^/Isobutane (80:20)
CeU
No.

E34
E36
E47
E48
E58

Gas
Gain

5x10*
5xlO4

1x10*
5x10*
5xlO4

Current
Density

(/xA/cm)
0.04
0.27
1.15
0.63
0.20

Aged
PH CF4/Iso

(%)
85±2
74±2
84±2
78±2
72±3

Recovered
PH CF</Iso

(%)
93±3
99±2
98±2
100±2
98±3

Total
Charge
(C/cm)

0.4
1.9
3.9
2.1
0.91

Initial
Rec. Rate
(%/C/cm)

10
60
35
45
180

Recovered
PH Ar/Et

(%)

98±2
98±2
100±2

Tables
Relative Elemental Abundance in Deposits

CeU Description
Abundance relative to carbon

C Si S 0
Deposit

Thickness
(A)

Fresh wire 1 0 0.19 0.14 11
E47 Ar/Et deposit etched by CF4/Iso 1 0 0.08 0.11 6
E36 Ar/Et deposit etched by CF4/Iso 1 0 0.06 0.14 33
E34 Ar/Et deposit partially etched 1 0.39 0.12 0.88 **
E56 Ar/Et deposit unetched 1 0.63 0.45 1.7 ~10,000

•• not measured
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